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About This Game

Nomad is a sandbox survival game. Hunt, craft, kill and survive! Find food, drink, weapons, ammo and medical supplies - or
craft them! Build a base to protect yourself but also remember to protect the base from raiding players.

Explore
Set years after an apocalypse, the world is over grown, broken and abandoned. Explore the massive 2kmx2km island to find

gear and loot to aid in your survival.

Survive
Survival is key. Hunt for food and drink across the island, or simply kill others for it. Scavenge for medical items to heal broken

bones and deep wounds.

PVP
Find weapons and ammo and hunt down other players. Be that bloodthirsty bandito, or be a hero helping others - it's entirely up

to you.

Base Building
Create your own bases by chopping down trees for wood. First create your foundation and snap walls, windows, doorways and
ceilings to it. Add a door and lock it.. Place a workbench so that other players cannot build in the surrounding area. Make sure

your workbench is hidden as other players can use it. Upgrade your wooden base to stone, by going out and mining with a
pickaxe.
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Farming
Find and collect packet of seeds around the world then use them to make your very own farm. Farming brings any benefits so

make sure it's well protected.

Sleepers
We all have to sleep sometime. In Nomad, disconnected players will sleep on the floor so make sure you are in a safe, protected

area when logging off.

Host your own servers
Host your own server directly in game or use the stand-a-lone server located at your Nomad Steam install directory.
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Title: Nomad
Genre: Action, Adventure, Free to Play, Indie, Massively Multiplayer, RPG, Early Access
Developer:
Diminished Studios
Publisher:
Diminished Studios
Release Date: 26 Jun, 2015

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 64-bit

Processor: 2 GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 1 GB available space

English
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A genuinely enjoyable and relaxing game. Angela is likable despite spikes of unreasonablness. And the story is suitibly over-
dramatic, petty, and amusing. The art is nice and the animation (what little there is) is honestly super cute. A good way to pass
the time.. I think the game has a good premise for a story and the mechanic is an old and fun one but the way the game currently
controls and how janky it plays makes the game frustrating more than fun.

I dont know if this is exclusivly me but the issues i had were:
1. Unresponisve controls. (sometimes it changes colors when you want it to sometimes it wont.)
2. Akward camera. ( hard to see what is coming up sometimes and thats important in a game where you need to know whats
going to happen in 2 seconds.)
3. level select glitch. (might have been exclusive to me but for every level i had to enter the world level selector then leave and
re enter it every single time.)
4. very slow "fast-pasted" action. ( Since the controls are as funky as they are the levels feel more like a drag rather than the
smooth and quick pace i presume the designer is going for.)

So currently not worth getting maybe if things get patched it might be worth the buy but otherwise boring and irritating
platformer as is.. Hard decision... I really like twin stick shooters but this one is way too shallow, mediocre players spot the
loophole within minutes and it evolves into a game of patience... not a good and demanding game. I underestimated this game.
Thought it was going to be a simple visual novel. In and out. Twenty minute adventure. Nope. Ended up being a 40+ hour
emotional rollercoaster ride.

Highly recommend this game to anyone wanting to delve themselves into an extremely great story, but be prepared to devote
lots of time if you want to know the truth.. This is an awesome game. A really great controllerless shootem up. Aou don't need
any controllers it is great for recharging them while still getting in some gameplay. I love the sound loop too, it's like a cheesey
funky 70's cop show theme.The elves are cool, especially the flying ones. For the price this was well worth it. I would definitely
recommend this to the Vive community.. I'll be honest.

The second I saw the fact you play a cowboy, a wizard, and a skeleton at the same time, I was sold. I'm only a few levels in, but
so far the gameplay feels nice and solid, and characters feel varied without actually changing too much of their moveset.
The cowboy, who you start as, has wall climb and a nifty -if kind of tricky to time- dash jump.
The wizard, who you add to the party second, has a double jump. I also find his attack my go to if I can.
The Skeleton, who comes last, has a hover, though it does not last forever and it's more like a slowed down fall.
And just with those, the level design works perfectly to give each of these characters completely different ways to cover terrain.
This is a fun platformer, but it does get pretty tricky!. Much better than the failure that was SpaceBase DF-9. Very etertaining,
and worth your time to take a look.. https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/playlist?list=PLoub-cjvHDVfpY18wbowN9JgmCpuMKcdE
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newgrounds or whatever. pass
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I hate to leave a bad review but this game is horrible. Not fun at all. I am fine with the graphics and love the type of game it is
but it really needs some work...LOTS OF WORK! Having to carry around a chest with my items is probably not the worst thing
but getting items out of the chest is ridiculously stupid. The building part of the game is even worse. I have to move each item
from my chest to the item being built? Who on earth thought people would enjoy that? It could have some small potential very
far into the future but I will not be finding out.. How do you activate it in-game?
. It's Touhou game! And they seem to be finally catering for fans outside Japan. The note says English language is not supported,
but this seem to be first Touhou game that includes English language officially (no need to install English language patch). Of
course the audio would still be Japanese but I guess we prefer Japanese audio anyway. All in all if you're a touhou fan, I'd
recommend you this game!. Nice game when you are bored.. This is a great fun little game, cheap too!

I've played it with versus few of my friends and we've had a few laughs whilst playing it.

I mean it's obviously still in early access so there's room for improvement but the updates so far made some nice tweaks and
changes.

Not bad at all for the price of a chocolate bar these days!. Perfect Game
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